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law, which are not, at all events directly, part of the law of England
in the sense that their validity can be the subject of proceedings in
a court of law. In particular, breach of such rules will not result
in a civil action or criminal prosecution being directed against the
offender. Dicey named these rules conventions of the constitution.
Can they properly be called law at all ? If the answer is yes, he argues
that they are a source of constitutional law. But other writers regard
them as no more than practices which experience shows to be neces-
sary for developing, within the law, existing political institutions. As
such they are practices which are regarded as binding.
Conventions are numerous and vary in character from a rule
which is as invariably observed as if it was enforceable by legal pro-
cess to a practice which will be abandoned when there is a change in
the circumstances from which it arose.
There are many important conventions which govern the exercise
of the royal prerogative, and in particular the whole system of cabinet
government has been evolved without changes in the rules of law
(in the narrow sense) by building up a body of rules of conduct which
prescribe within the legal framework what is and is not constitution-
ally proper.x Other examples are to be found in the sphere of political
relationship between the members of the British Commonwealth,
especially the rules governing the relations between the United
Kingdom and the other States. The law and custom of Parliament
contains much that is based on precedent alone and has never been
the subject of formal promulgation either by Parliament (itself the
highest court of law) or by the Supreme Court of Judicature.
The existence of conventions is due to the need for rules to sup-
plement the legal fraqaework of the constitution. Sometimes an Act
of Parliament, as did the Statute of Westminster, 1931, and the
Ministers of the Crown Act, 1937, may recognise or even reduce to
legal form conventional rules. Conventions form a series of rules
and practices for the guidance of those who run the machine of
government. They are not to be found in the statute book or the law
reports. Judges may from time to time recognise their existence,
e.g. that a Minister of the Crown is answerable to Parliament, but
they are not directly required to adjudicate upon their validity or
to enforce them by a legal sanction.
The claim of conventions to be considered as part of constitu-
tional law rests largely upon the regularity with which they are in
practice followed, and the lawyer must consider the consequences of
disregarding them. These consequences are, in the case of Ministers,
1 The terms "constitutional" and "unconstitutional" are not in practice con-
fined to describing obedience to or disregard of conventions as the case may be.
The conduct of a Minister is sometimes condemned as being unconstitutional
when it involves a breach of law in the narrow sense, e.g. acting in excess of
authority conferred on him by an Act of Parliament.

